《Red Amnesia》
Director: Wang Xiaoshuai
Cast: Lü Zhong as Deng Meijuan, Qin Hailu as Deng Lu, wife of Deng Jun, Feng Yuanzheng as Deng Jun, son of
Meijuan, Qin Hao as Deng Bing, younger brother of Jun
Plot
Deng, a retired stubborn, lives alone in a modest apartment. It compensates for the void left by the death of her
husband by an activity of every moment. Deng spends much of her time caring for her son. Every noon, she goes
to the kitchen to his youngest son, she does not assume homosexuality. Then she goes to her senior, married and
father of a boy, whom she leads the races. Deng is also considerate with her mother who lives in a medical
institute for the elderly. His life is turned upside down the day she begins to receive mysterious anonymous phone
calls and to be followed during their daily outings.
_______________________________________________________________________________
《Old Well》
Directed by Wu Tianming
Cast: Zhang Yimou, Lu Liping, Liang Jinyu
Plot
Sun Wangquan (Zhang Yimou) returns to his remote and primitive mountain village after studying for years in the
city in this tedious drama. He hopes to raise the standard of living for the desert wasteland with simple technology
that can produce a steady water supply. Sun is coveted by two women. He solves the dilemma by marrying the
obnoxious woman for the dowry and keeping the kind one as his mistress. The villagers combine their efforts to
begin construction on a much-needed well.
———————————————————————————————————————
《Chongqing Hot Pot》
Directed by Yang Qing
cast:Chen Kun as Liu Bo, Bai Baihe as Yu Xiaohui, Qin Hao as Xu Dong
Plot
From director Yang Qing (One Night at the Supermarket) comes Chongqing Hot Pot, the official opening night film
at the Hong Kong International Film Festival. When three friends open a hot pot restaurant in a former bomb
shelter, they discover it’s linked by a single wall to the bank vault next door. While deciding to take the easy money
or go to the police, they find out one of the bank’s employees is a former classmate and look to enlist her in
deciding their future. The movie ended on a happy note with the four friends eating together loosely discussing
their future on the roof of the hospital where Liu Bo is admitted.
———————————————————————————————————————
《Xuanzang》
Directed by Huo Jianqi
cast:Huang Xiaoming as Xuan Zang, Xu Zheng as Officer
Plot
InTang dynasty, the young monk xuanzang, risked his life for the sake of the true meaning of Buddhism ,Along the
way, he encountered many difficulties,finally,Xuanzang arrived in India.In India, Xuanzang devote himself to study
Buddhism. after win In the Kumbh Mela,When he returned to China, it was already over fifty years old.
————————————————————————————————
《Lost In White》
Directed by Xu wei
cast :Liang Jiahui Tong Dawei Zhou Dongyu Deng Jiajia Wei Chen Cao Weiyu
Plot
Ten years ago, four partners in the beautiful village built a chemical plant, in order to save costs, they put poison
toxic wastewater directly discharged into the river, making a lot of newborns suffering from congenital disability.
In dealing with the issue of toxic waste, four partners have differences,and then two people were killed and two
missing. A serious old police(Tony Leung Ka Fai decoration), and a young policeman(Tong Dawei ornaments)A
serious old police, and a young policeman to become a partner, to track down the truth.But the truth is
unimaginable
——————————————————————————————————————
《Song of the Phoenix》

Directed by Wu Tianming
Cast: Tao Zeru, LI Mincheng, Ji bo Hu Xianxu
Plot
old Suona player Jiao，he looks like a very serious,In fact, he is a very warm person。The film depicts between
Changing times，Young and old Suona player ,in the process that Keep the faith , resulting un emtion like father
and son
__________________________________________________________________________
《The sky in Hakka earth building》
Directed by zhang hui
cast : Na Renhua Ma Yuan Wangjia
Plot
The story takes place in the early eighties of the last century, Fujian western rural areas, Early widowed heroine Lin
Xueying,Hard to raise the three children,Although his son Wei Tianqi already engaged,But in love He Jingjing,In
order not to violate the agreement, Lin Xueying forcing
his son and his fiancee get married,However, when she knew that He Jingjing were pregnant, letting his son
divorce, so that his son and He Jingjing to marry. May never know, this pair of lovers eventually failed to come
together ......
_____________________________________________________________________
《Mountain Cry》
Directed by Yangzi
Cast：Lang Yueting Wang Ziyi
Plot
Closed by an unexpected burst mountains, wax macro (Ai Lei Yu ornaments) mistakenly stepped on the Han Chong
(Wang Ziyi ornaments) hunting set explosives died, leaving a dumb wife (January Ting Lang ornaments) and two
children. Han people and the parent (Cheng Tai Shen ornaments) to discuss the decision to let Han Chong lose
money compounding. The dumb was wearing red clothes, when they laugh and cry, without a care for the
compensation matter, we think she stimulated crazy, Han Chong only temporarily care for the mother and her life.
To get along, two hearts closer and closer, dumb twists and turns gradually uncover the mystery of life. When two
men about to begin a new life, wax macro murder regeneration waves, this critical juncture, only dumb to tell the
truth ......
_______________________________________________________________________
《the king of mask 》
Directed by Wu Tianming
Cast:Zhu Xu Zhou Renying Zhao Zhigang Zhang Ruiyang
Plot
Juggler Face Wang (Zhu Xu ornaments) alone in the world, lost face to the boat for home, due to abide by the
male - female, inside pass does not pass outside the ancestral regulations, unique skills. In the living Guanyin Liang
Sulan (Zhigang ornaments) but unfortunately only mention the next point, Face Wang lifelong wish mantle of
tradition. He bought five oceans clever puppy (Zhouren Ying ornaments)
———————————————————————————————————————
《THARLO》
Directed by WanMa Cai Dan
Cast Xi De Ni Ma Yang Xiucuo Zha Xi Ba Jin
Plot
Taluo is an orphan, has a remarkable memory. For Change the ID card to the county, resulting ninety thousand
sheep sold cheated. Tullow in the county looking for a full two days, and finally did not find even a shadow. ...
———————————————————————————————————————
《Kaili Blues》
Directed by Bigan
Cast:Chen Yongzhong Xie Lixun Xu Shixue Guo yue
Plot
In Guizhou Province mysterious humid subtropical native, foggy Carey county clinics, two doctors preoccupied live
like a ghost. Bobby Chen for his mother's wishes, set foot on the train to find his brother abandoned children;

while another lonely old woman asked him to bring a photo, a shirt, a box of tapes to sick old lover. Way to the
Zhenyuan county, Chen Sheng (Chen Yongzhong decoration) came to a place called swing wheat, where time is not
linear, people's lives are complementary and digestion. He seemed to experience the past, present and future,
rethink their lives. Eventually, Chen Chen-yuan rose only from a distance with binoculars child. The old woman
gave her son a token of her former lovers. A man set foot on the train again. Tell the world is my memory, I was
still a world of daydreams ......
—————————————————————————————————————
《Tree Totem》
Directed by Zhang Jiancheng
Plot
The play tells the story of a tree as a totem minority stories through rolling mountains and pulling away from
home and in their hometowns this Miao and Dong Yu Lan Hong young men and women, revealing the traditional
culture and modern civilization in the process from conflict to harmony, presents Southeastern traditional villages
magical unique ecological customs in harmony with nature.
——————————————————————————————————————
《What’s in the Darkness》
Directed by Wang Yichun
Cast:Su Xiaotong Lu Qiwei Guo xiao Liu Dan Zhang Kui
Plot
The film tells the spring and summer of 1991, aircraft manufacturers belong to the Central Plains region, rape and
murder broke the calm of the past two days ...... Qujing Average - and the old repeater with Zhang Xue's father is
responsible for this case from the police, but with different style of handling cases: Qujing father was born forensic,
pedantic and petty personality made him always be the butt of many jokes; Zhang Xue's father is a veteran,
intuitive handling, because the detection rate is high, the unit is Reds ...... murderer Zhang Xue father quickly
caught, but the same homicide rape again ...... no one noticed the teacher out of the classroom Zhang Xue never
come to class ......
———————————————————————————————————————
《The Song Of Cotton》
Directed by Zhu Yuancheng
Cast:Yan Bingyan Wang Deshun Li Naiwen WangQing Ai Liya
Plot
The film adapted from a Chinese-American writer Ha Jin's novel "pension plan", tells the story of a family suffering
from Alzheimer's disease for the elderly got a nanny to take care of his daily life, but the elderly are often the
nurse as his wife has passed away climb on her bed .... suddenly one day, the nanny was found to have been
pregnant, pregnant belly of the child's nanny in the end is not old sow the seeds?
——————————————————————————————————————
《Relocate》
Directed by Huang Dan
Cast:Yan Ni Liu Chun Yan hang Hui Ma Jianmin
——————————————————————————————————————
《Chinese Youth Football Team》
Directed by Fang Yu
Plot
About 392 teenagers from all over China's pursuit of football Renee story.
———————————————————————————————————————
《ZHE JIANG》
Directed by Gao Nan
Plot
The documentary describes the scenery and culture of China in Zhejiang
———————————————————————————————————————————

